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1. Introduction 

NAND flash-based storage has been the primary choice for industrial embedded 

systems. With no moving parts and a high number of input/output operations per 

second (IOPS), NAND flash-based devices are very effective in industrial 

applications and server systems. Although NAND flash-based storage provides 

higher performance than conventional storage, system designers may have some 

concerns about data reliability of using NAND flash-based storage and data retention 

is one of them. 

Data retention is the measure of how long a flash cell would maintain its 

programmed state when the device is at an unpowered state. There are several 

factors which have impacts on data retention, including flash type, P/E cycles, usage 

patterns, temperature and etc.  This white paper will provide a basic concept about 

data retention in flash-based storage. It will also explore the differences between 

SLC, MLC, 2D TLC and 3D TLC memory configurations, including advantages and 

disadvantages. 
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2. Flash Memory Basics 

A NAND flash cell is basically a floating gate transistor. An extra gate, known as the 

floating gate, is added in between the control gate and the substrate. The floating 

gate is electronically isolated by an insulating oxide layer and has no electrical 

contacts. Charges within the floating gate will stay there for a long period of time. For 

flash memory devices, all the data is stored as charges on the floating gate. 

Electrons flow between the control gate and the substrate. When a voltage is applied 

to the control gate, electrons are attracted upwards and tunnel through the thin oxide 

layer. The floating gate traps the electrons and an electric charge accumulates. This 

is the process to program the NAND cell. To erase a NAND cell, voltage is applied to 

the substrate forcing the electrons back through the oxide layer from the floating gate 

into the substrate and the charge is released from the floating gate. 

The number of electrons at the floating gate causes a difference in the gate voltage. 

The voltage determines the bit signal which represents the data value. The data is 

read by checking the level of voltage on the cell. The insulating oxide layer wears out 

with the repeated tunneling of electrons. Over time, some electrons might be trapped 

at the floating gate or leaked back into the substrate, resulting in data loss. 

Floating gate technology is standard for SLC and MLC memory types. However, 

some forms of 3D TLC memory are starting to adopt a new technology known as 

charge trap instead. Essentially, the advantage of charge trap technology is that the 

electrons in a floating gate are more free to move around, meaning they may 

eventually drift out of position, while electrons in a charge trap are barely able to 

move. Since 3D TLC memory is constructed vertically, charge trap technology is 

preferable because it’s easier to stack. However, manufacturers are still 

experimenting with upgrading both of these technologies at this time.  
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3. Flash Type & P/E Cycles 

There are different flash technologies and trade-offs for each type. Single-level cell 

(SLC) uses a single cell to store one bit of data. Multi-level cell (MLC) memory is 

more complex and can interpret four digital states with two bits stored in a single cell. 

This makes production more cost effective but wears out faster. Triple-level cell (TLC) 

memory continues the trend in this direction, storing three bits in a single cell.  

A side effect of storing more bits per cell is an increase in the rate of degradation of 

the flash cell. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the state of a NAND cell is 

determined by gate voltage, and the voltage is affected by the number of electrons 

present on the floating gate. For SLC, there are only two states to distinguish within 

the threshold voltage. For MLC, there are four states. A similar threshold voltage 

range will be divided into four regions. Therefore, MLC has less charge deviation 

before data errors occur. Continuing in this vein, TLC has eight states, meaning that 

degradation can become even more likely. 

In addition to SLC, MLC and TLC, there’s also a technology known as SLC-lite. It 

uses a new NAND management system to store 1 bit on an MLC cell, giving it a 

performance and endurance ration somewhere between SLC and MLC. It’s ideal for 

situations where a balance between the advantages and disadvantages of these two 

memory types is preferable. 
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4. Usage Patterns 

In general, flash memory does not degrade because of age, but rather because of 

the usage patterns which vary according to applications. The frequency of data being 

written and erased is expressed in program/erase (P/E) cycles. Memory that has 

endured a high number of P/E cycles has an increased rated of data degradation.  

Different types of NAND flash cells have different wear endurance as well. The 

maximum number of times a flash cell can be programmed and erased is known as 

the P/E cycles. When NAND flash cells reach its maximum P/E cycles, they may flip 

enough bits to cause a high number of error bits. Bit flip occurs when a bit is 

switched from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. When the error-correcting code (ECC) is unable to 

compensate, data loss will occur. 

Type: SLC SLC-lite MLC 2D TLC 3D TLC 

P/E Cycles: 60,000 20,000 3,000 300 to 500 1,000-3,000 

Note: only certain industrial-grade 3D TLC SSDs can reach 3,000 P/E cycles. 

 

Since the oxide layer degrades as the number of P/E cycles increases, the data 

retention decreases over time. After the initial stage, the estimated data retention 

follows an exponential decrease. Frequent P/E cycles will cause constant wear on 

the oxide layer of the flash cell. With a lower frequency of P/E cycles, the oxide layer 

will not be subjected to constant wear and will be able to recover and have a longer 

lifetime. 

As the chart above also demonstrates, 2D TLC technology reduces the total amount 

of P/E cycles that are available to quite a low level – perhaps too low for some 

applications. But 3D TLC technology delivers just as many P/E cycles as MLC does, 

thanks to innovations in cell architecture. It does so while still remaining affordable 

and also offering superior data storage space.  
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5. Temperature 

Temperature is another factor that has a great impact on data retention as the ability 

of NAND flash to retain data depends on the temperature which the flash cell is 

subjected to during active use and storage. With increased temperature the 

electrons escape the floating gate faster and the cell then changes the voltage state 

eventually. At high temperature, programming and erasing a flash cell is relatively 

less stressful to its structure as electrons leak at a faster rate, but data retention of a 

NAND cell suffers. At low temperature, data retention of the flash cell is enhanced. 

Electrons will also be stored easily but there is more stress to the cell structure, 

causing more wear to the oxide layer. Therefore, programming at a higher 

temperature and storage at a lower temperature will minimize the wear of the oxide 

layer. 

The following data was based on tests and computer simulations. Data retention at a 

temperature of 40oC was evaluated. The first line shows typical P/E cycles near the 

beginning of a device’s storage life, and the second line shows the same towards the 

end.   

  
P/E Cycles MLC Data Retention 

300 10Y 

3000 1Y 

 

  
P/E Cycles SLC-lite Data Retention* 

100 10Y 

20000 1Y 

 

  
P/E Cycles 3D NAND Data Retention 

100 10Y 

3000 1Y 

*Note: This is estimated data retention based on computer simulations.  
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6. Conclusion 

This paper has offered a fundamental overview of data retention. Users need to 

understand that there are several factors that affect data retention, especially usage 

patterns and environmental temperatures, which can vary significantly in industrial 

embedded applications.   And users should also keep in mind that differences 

between SLC, MLC, 2D TLC and 3D TLC technology may also affect data retention. 

The greatest advantage of 3D TLC is that it supports comparable P/E cycles to MLC 

technology, while still offering greatly increased data storage at a competitive price.  
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